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Vance Fraijo (8) (right) works on his project 
in STEM, Nov. 1. Fraijo is in the 8th period 
techology class with Mr. Randolf. "The DJ 
project was the best one so far because we got 
to experiment with diffrent sounds and codes,”  
Fraijo said. 

Riley Henson (8) plays Minecraft for one of 
his projects in the STEM, Nov. 5. He spent 

his time playing games for class work. “We 
were playing Minecraft because it has 

programming in it, and it allows us to 
learn more about the proccess it 

takes to code something in a game," 
Henson said.

3. Gaming to Educate

1. Clay the Coder 
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2. Let’s Get to the Music

Gavin Clay (8) is in 8th period techology 
class, Nov. 1. Clay tells about the activities in 
techology. "In technology class, we code. My 
class gets to use fancy computers and we 
worked on 3D printing,” Clay said.
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Into the Next Century 
1.

Exploring the Technology Around Us 

1.

2. 3.

The Innovators of the New Generation 
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7th and 8th Tech Class work with different stations 
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Preston Miller (6) (left) and Tyler Hutchison (6) both start working on Zoob 
blocks in class, Nov 5. The boys liked the Zoob blocks because they had so 
many options of what to build. “I’m excited to work on Adobe Illusator with my 
partner,”  Rolsten said. 

Emerson McDonald (6) (left) and Roey Hastings (6) start their first project by working 
on Snap Circuits project in technology class, Nov 5. McDonald enjoyed the project 
but was excited to start others. “I’m very excited to work with my parterner on these 
projects but am especially excited about working on Abobe Illistator,"  McDonald  said. 

2. Partners in Code 

3. Snap Circuts

1. Up and Running
Mr. Randolph helps two students fix a problem in 
World of Goo on their computer, Nov 4. Randolph 
enjoyed helping his students. “I would have to say 
Adobe Illistrater is my personal favorite. My students 
are an amazing group and I’m excited to work with all 
of them,” Randolph said. 

Carson Szilagyi (8) uploads his project to the computer, Nov. 4.  In the past, 
Szilagyi has liked to edit videos on his own time. "Creative Freedom is my 
favorite project so far this year because I enjoy the freedom of doing any 
project we feel like,” Szilagyi said.

The equipment in the NHTV room is what makes this class unqiue, Nov. 4. 
Some of the equipment in the room includes cameras, lights, microphones, 
and tripods. It is expected of the class that the materials are taken care 
of. One student in Mr. Bouquet’s multimedia class, Jaiden Shirley (8), 
appreciates this responsibility. "I feel very privileged to be able to have such 
amazing equipment in the NHTV room,” Shirley said.

Espne Kaul (8) (right) prepares a script for his podcast in the NHTV film room, 
Nov. 4.  Kaul has been in multi-media for two years.  This is the first year the 
Colorado Student Media Association included a podcast in the annual CSMA 
contest.  Rocky Heights Middle School placed fourth in this contest while also 
competing against high schools. "I joined multi-media because I wanted to be part 
of the school's daily news,” Kaul said.

1. Ready, Set, Film 

2. What is It? 

World of Multimedia 
What Happens in Room 139
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3. Freedom of Creating 


